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BLOCKJACOBI MATRICESAND ZEROS
OF MULTIVARIATEORTHOGONALPOLYNOMIALS
YUAN XU
Abstract. A commuting family of symmetric matrices are called the block
Jacobi matrices, if they are block tridiagonal. They are related to multivariate orthogonal polynomials. We study their eigenvalues and joint eigenvectors.
The joint eigenvalues of the truncated block Jacobi matrices correspond to the
common zeros of the multivariate orthogonal polynomials.

1. Introduction
The Jacobi matrix has been studied extensively in operator theory, and it
plays an important role in the study of orthogonal polynomials of one variable.
It is well known that every orthonormal polynomial sequence {pn}^Lo satisfies
a three-term relation
xpn(x)

= anpn+x(x) + bnpn(x) + an^xpn-X(x),

and thus, can be associated to a Jacobi matrix

'b0 a0

0"

a0 bx ax
ax

b2

.0
that acts as an operator on l2 (cf. Stone [15]). The truncated matrix T„ is the
nxn

main submatrix of T. It is known that the eigenvalues of Tn correspond

to the zeros of pn, and the eigenvalues of operator T can be characterized
through pn .
In this paper we extend this correspondence between the zeros of orthogonal polynomials and the eigenvalues to the multivariable setting. Unlike the
univariate case, where pn always has n distinct real zeros, the existence of zeros is difficult to establish, as the zeros of multivariate orthogonal polynomials
mean the common zeros of a family of polynomials. These common zeros have
been studied and used in the construction of minimum cubatures (cf. [10, 13,
16]). Our approach is based on our recent study of the multivariate orthogonal
polynomials in [18, 19]. A system of multivariate orthogonal polynomials is
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characterized by a three-term relation of vector-matrix form, and connected to
a commuting family of symmetric operators that have block Jacobi matrix representation. If the coefficient matrices in the three-term relation are bounded in
the spectral norm, then the operators are also bounded and selfadjoint. In this
case, the spectral theorem for a commuting family of selfadjoint operators can
be applied to establish the existence of the orthogonality measure. The study
of the eigenvalues of these block Jacobi matrices will help us to understand the
structure of this measure. Moreover, the eigenvalues of the truncated block
Jacobi matrices correspond to the common zeros of orthogonal polynomials.
In §2, we introduce the notation and present the earlier results that will be
needed. In §3 we establish the connection between the eigenvalues and common
zeros, in particular, an alternative proof and the extension of a fundamental
result in Mysovskikh [9] will be given. The eigenvalues of block Jacobi matrices
will be discussed in §4, where an interesting identity of orthogonal polynomials
is extended to the multivariable setting and used to analyse the eigenvalues in
a special case.

2. Preliminaries
Let No be the set of nonnegative integers. For n e N0 we denote by Hd
the set of polynomials of total degree at most n in d variables, and Ud the
set of all polynomials in d variables. Let Sf be a linear functional defined
on Ud such that J¿?(g2) > 0 whenever g e Ud and g ^ 0. Such an Sf is
called square positive. Two polynomials P and Q are said to be orthogonal
with respect to S? if £?(PQ) = 0. For each k e N0, let VkdC Ud denote
the set of polynomials of degree exactly equal to k, together with zero, that are
orthogonal to all polynomials in Hd_x ■Then Vk is a vector space of dimension
rk ~ (k+t~X) ' anc*t'ie Vk's are mutually orthogonal. Throughout this paper,
the letter d is reserved for the number of variables or the dimension. It is fixed
and will be omitted sometimes.
For a sequence of polynomials {Pk}J=x, where the superscript k means that
Pk is of total degree k, we introduce the vector notation
(2.1)

Fk(x) = [Pxk(x), P2*(x), ... , Pkk(x)]T.

For our convenience, if {Pk}J=x is a basis for Vkd, we shall say that P^ is a
basis for Vkdand that {P/t}¿L0 is an orthogonal basis for IT*. We shall consider
only the case of an orthonormal basis {Pn}~0 > which is an orthogonal basis

for which Jz?(PkPk) = öu for k = 0, 1,..., i, j = l,...,rk.
Throughout
this paper, the n x n identity matrix is denoted by I„, or simply /. The
notation A : ix j means that A is a matrix of size ix j. For x e Rd we write
x = (Xi,...

,xd)T.

Let {P«}~o he an orthonormal basis of II. The properties of P„ that will
be needed later are listed as follows (cf. [18, 19]).
1°. Three-term relation: For k > 0, 1 < / < d, there exist matrices Ak>i: rkx
rk+x and Bki: rk x rk , such that

(2.2)

XiPk = AkJrk+x+BkjFk

+ Al_Xiirk_x,

where P_i = 0, Pq = 1, and A-X ¡ is taken to be zero.

l<i<d,
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2°. Favard's Theorem. Let {Pn}£lo > Po = 1 >be a sequence in Ud . Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a linear functional which is square positive and makes
{P„}^0 an orthonormal basis in Yld.
(2) For k > 0, I < i < d, F„ satisfies the three-term relation (2.2) and
(2.3)

rank^

= rfc+i,

Ak = (ATkA\,... ,\ATkJ)T.

The equality (2.3) implies that there exist matrices Dk ,: rk+x x rk such that
d

(2.4)

¿TDkiiAkii = I.
i=i

For a sequence of orthonormal polynomials, the coefficient matrices in the threeterm relation satisfy the following equations.
3° . Equations for the coefficient matrices.

(2.5)
(2.6)

-Ak,i<Ak+Xj= AkjAk+Xj,

Ak,¡Bk+ij

+ BkjAk<j = BkjAkj

+ AkjBk+Xj,

Ak-\, iAk-\,j + Bk, iBk,j + Ak, i¿k,j

(2.7)

= Ak-l,jAk-\,i

+ Bk,jBk,i + Ak,jAk,i>

for i ^ j, 1 <i,j<
d, and k > 0, where A-it¡ = 0.
4°. Christoffel-Darboux
formula.
n-\

^Pf(x)Pfe(y) =

[An_XJPn(x)]TPn-X(y)-FT_x(x)[An_x,iFn(y)]

x¡ - y i

k=0

for 1 < / < d.
Let Aki: rk x rk+x and
condition (2.3) is satisfied.
equations (2.5), (2.6), and
whose matrix representation

Bk ¡: rk x rk be given matrices such that the rank
Furthermore, assume that Aki and Bk ¡ satisfy
(2.7). We then define linear operators T¡ on I2
are given by

Bo,i Ao,i
AT

(2.8)

T=

AT

M,i

Oi

Bi,,

Ki<d.

0
We shall call T¡ block Jacobi matrices. For d = 1, we have rk = 1 for all
k £ No and the matrix Tx is the Jacobi matrix. The truncated block Jacobi
matrices are denoted by Tnj , and are obtained from T¡ by deleting block rows
and block columns with numbers > n . Thus T„ t ¡ has n block rows and block
columns, n = 1, 2, ... . The size of Tn,, is (n-x_\d) x (n~]+d ). We note that
the size of elements A„ t, and Bn , increase with n .

3. Common zeros of orthogonal

polynomials

By zeros of orthogonal polynomials we mean the zeros of P„ , i.e. the common zeros of the components in Pn . Clearly, they can also be considered as
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zeros of the subspace Vk, which is why we consider only orthonormal bases. If
x is a zero of P„ and at least one partial derivative of P„ at x is not zero,
then we say that x is a simple zero of P„ .
First we derive two elementary properties of zeros from the ChristoffelDarboux formula.
Theorem 3.1. All zeros of Fn are distinct and simple. Two consecutive polynomials F„ and P„_i do not have common zeros.
Proof. From the Christoffel-Darboux formula, one has by taking limit (cf. [18]),
B-l

£P[(x)Pfc(x)

= FT_,(xK_i,/0,-P*(x)

-PTn(x)ATn_xt,Ö;P„_!(x),

k=0

where d¡ = d/dx¡ denotes the partial derivative with respect to x,. If x is a
zero of P„ , then we have
n-\

5>[(x)P,(x)

= PTn_x(x)An-XJdiPn(x).

k=0

Since the left-hand side is positive, neither P„_i(x) nor ö,-P„(x) can be zero.

D

In the following, we shall denote by Tn the tube of matrices Tn = (TnX, ...,
T„td) . If x is an eigenvector for all Tni, i.e. T„ t¡x = X¡x for I < i <d, then
we call x a joint eigenvector of ( Tnt x, ... ,T„ d), or simply an eigenvector of

T„ , and call A = (Xx, ... , X¿¡)the eigenvalue of Tn .
Our main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 3.2. Let {P„} be orthonormal polynomials, and Tnj, 1 < i < d, be
the corresponding truncated block Jacobi matrices. Then A = (Xx, ... , kj) is a
zero of P„ if and only if A is an eigenvalue of Tn that has a joint eigenvector.

Moreover, the joint eigenvector is given by (Po"(A), ... , P^_,(A))r.
Proof. If P„(A) = 0, then it follows from the three-term relation that

50,/Po(A) + 4),iPi(A) = A/P0(A),
Al-\, A-i(A) + BkJ¥k(A) + AkJFk+x(A)= A,Pfc(A),

1 < k < n - 2,

¿1-2, ¿P»-2(A)+ Bn_xt ¡Ta-i (A) = A/P„_i(A)
for 1 < i < d. From the definition of T„t ¡ it follows then
TnJx = X,x,

x = [F¡ (A),...,

P^_,(A)]r.

Thus, A is the eigenvalue of Tn with joint eigenvector x.
On the other hand, suppose that A = (Xx, ... , Xd) is an eigenvalue of Tn ,
and Tn has a joint eigenvector x for A. We write
X=(xT,...,XT_x)T,

Xj£W.

Since Tnjx = X¡x, it follows that {xj} satisfies a three-term relation

Bo,iiio + Aojxx =A,Xo,
AI-\,ixk-\ +Bktixk + AkJxk+x =XjXk,
An-2,ixn-2

+ Bn-l,i*n-\

= ^i'x«-l

l<k<n-2,
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for I < i < d. First we show that xo , thus x, is not zero. Indeed, if xo = 0,
then we have from the first equation in the three-term relation that Ao, ¡xx = 0.
But then ^oxi = 0, and Ao at (2.3) has full rank, so it follows that x! = 0.
With x0 = 0 and X! = 0, it follows from the three-term relation that Ax_,x2 =
0, which leads to x2 = 0. Similarly, we have x, =0 for i > 3. Thus, we
have x = 0, which contradicts the assumption that x is an eigenvector. Let us
assume that xo = 1 = Po and define x„ e Rr" as x„ = 0. We now prove that
x; = P;(A) for all 1 < j < n. Since the last equation in the three-term relation

of Xj can be written as
An-2,ixn-2

+ Bn-\ ,iXn-X + An-.X jXn = /l,X„_i ,

we see that {xk}k=0 and {Fk(A)}k=0 satisfy the same three-term relation. Thus,
so does {y^} = {P*(A) - xk} . But since y0 = 0, it follows from the previous
argument that yk = 0 for all 1 < k < n. In particular, y„ = P„(A) = 0. The
proof is completed. D

For the corresponding result for the Jacobi matrix (d = 1), we refer to [15,
p. 532] or [2, p. 30]. From this theorem follows several interesting corollaries.
Corollary 3.3. The multivariate orthogonal polynomial Fn has at most N :=
dimn„_i distinct zeros. All zeros of P„ are real.

This follows from the fact that there are at most (n~[+xd)= dimn„_i joint
eigenvectors of Tn and that T„t¡ are symmetric matrices. These two properties
of the zeros are known (at least for d = 2, cf. [9, 13]).
Theorem 3.4. The polynomial P„ has N = dimU„-X distinct zeros if and only

if
(3-1)

A„-ijAn_1j

= An-XjAn_Xj

for all I < i, j < d, where the An-Xi 's are the coefficient matrices in the
three-term recurrence relation.
Proof. From Theorem 3.2 it follows that P„ has N distinct zeros if and only
if TnX, ... ,Tn d have N distinct linearly independent eigenvectors, since the
eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues are orthogonal. This is equivalent to saying that Tn¡x, ... , Tnd can be simultaneously diagonalized by an
invertible matrix. Since a family of matrices is simultaneously diagonalizable
if and only if it is a commuting family, we have T„t¡Tnj = T„jTH,i for all

I < i, j < d. From the definition of Tni, (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), this is
equivalent to the condition
^«-2,1^-2,;

+ B„-X,jB„-Xj

= An_2jAn-2,i

+ Bn-XjBn-Xti.

The equation (2.6) then leads to the desired result. D
For the bivariate orthogonal polynomials (d = 2), this result is due to
Mysovskikh [9]. His condition is given in a form that involves the moment
matrix of orthogonal polynomials (see [14] for its matrix form). But this is
because he used the monic basis for Vk instead of an orthonormal basis. It is
easy to see that the two conditions are really equivalent. Our form of condition
enables us to prove this result for all d > 2. The proof given here is quite
different from the one in [9].
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The importance of this theorem lies in the existence of minimal cubature
formulae. A linear functional
N

W)

= £A*/(x*)>

Xk>0,Xk£Rd

k=\

is called a cubature formula of degree m , if S'(f) —£#(/) whenever f £\\dm,
and S?(f*) í In(P) for at least one /* e Udm+X.For fixed m a cubature
with minimal number of nodes N is called a minimal cubature, or a Gaussian
cubature. A lower bound for N is [16],

(3.2)

AT> dimnfm/2].

For d = 2, Mysovskikh [9] proved the following important result. In order that
there exists a cubature formula which is exact for polynomials in n2„_i and
uses Ar = dimll„_1 knots, it is necessary and sufficient that P„ has N distinct
real common zeros. However, it is clear from (3.1) that the condition (3.2) with
equal sign is not satisfied in general. This fact, not so obvious in Mysovskikh's
form of condition, has been noticed by Möller and revealed in his deep study
of the minimal cubature [6, 7] where the algebraic ideal theory is used. Our
next result quantitates this fact. Let
an =

max

l<i<j<d

rank(yi„, ¡AT j-An,

jAT ,).

Theorem 3.5. The multivariate orthogonal polynomials F „ has at most ("~[+xd)~
<t„_i distinct zeros.
Proof. If A e Rd is a zero of P„ , then there is a joint eigenvector of TnX, ... ,
Tn>d corresponding to the eigenvalues Xx,... ,Xd. It is also clear that two
different zeros correspond to linearly independent eigenvectors. Therefore, the
number of distinct zeros of P„ is at most equal to the number of linearly
independent joint eigenvectors. However, that x is a joint eigenvector of T
implies x e ker(TnjTnj
- TnjTnj)
for i ^ j. Therefore,
linearly independent joint eigenvectors is at most equal to

dimker(F„,ir„J

- TnJTnJ)

the number of

= N - rank(Tn,¿Tn j - TnJTnJ).

From (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) it follows that
rank(T„tiT„j

- TnJTn>i) = ™nk(An-XJAT_XJ - A„-XJAT_X ¡).

The proof is completed. D
For d = 2 the number o„ also appears in Möller's improved bounds for the
cubature formula of degree 2« + 1,

(3.3)

TV>dimn„ + (T„/2.

Note that o„ is an even number since T„tiTnj - TnjT„j is skewsymmetric.
Moreover, Möller proved that if £? is centrally symmetric, i.e. ¿z?(xlyk~') —0,

0 < / < k , for all odd k e N, then o„ = 2[(n+1)/2].

In this case, the nodes for

the minimum cubature on the product region that attains the lower bound (3.3)
are characterized by the zeros of quasi-orthogonal polynomials. For further
references in this direction we refer to [8, 12, 13, 20]. It would be interesting
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to see whether the result in Theorem 3.5 has any application in the cubature

problem.
4. The eigenvalues

of block Jacobi matrix

Let M? be a separable Hilbert space with fixed orthonormal basis {y/n}£L0=
{0; }?=nt=o ■ ^e introduce the formal vector notation 3>fc= [c¡)k,... , <pk~]T,
k £ No. For our convenience we shall say that {Q>n}%Lo
is orthonormal, and
for every / e %? we can then write in the vector-matrix notation that
oo

/=5X<D*,

a*€R*.

k=0

If T: %? -> %? is a linear operator, we mean by T®k the vector TQ>k =
[T<pk, ... , Tcpkk]T. With this notation, the usual matrix representation of the
linear operator takes the form T = (F¡j), where Ftj = ((TO,, Oj)) are matrices of order r¡ x r¡. We have used the same symbol for both the operator and
its matrix representation.
Let Ti, 1 < / < d, be a family of operators defined on %f that has the matrix
representation at (2.8). We shall restrict ourself to the bounded operators. Let
|| • ||2 be the spectral norm for matrices. It is induced by the Euclidean norm
for vectors.
\A\i = max{V/l: X is an eigenvalue of A1A}.
In [19] it is proved that

Lemma 4.1. The operator T¡ is bounded if and only if

(4.1)

suppfc./lb <+oo,
k>0

supH-Bfc./lb
< +00.
k>0

Moreover, when T¡, I < i < d, are bounded, they form a commuting family of
selfadjoint operators.

Using the spectral theorem for a commuting family of selfadjoint operators

[1, 11], the following theorem is proved in [19].
Theorem 4.2. Let {Pn}£Lo- Po = I, be a sequence in Ud. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a nonnegative Borel measure p with compact support in Rd
such that {P„}£lo *5orthonormal with respect to p.
(ii) {P„} satisfies three-term relation (2.2), rank condition (2.3), and (4.1).

Since the support set of p is the joint spectrum of Tx, ... , Td , the study of
the eigenvalues will help us to understand the structure of p. For the univariate

results see [1, 5, 15]. Let T = (T\,..., Td). A vector A = (Xx,... , Xd) £Rd
is called an eigenvalue of T, or {7}} , if there exists x e <^, x ^ 0, such that
7/x = A/x for I < i < d. We now consider the eigenvalues of the operators
{T¡} . Our first result is a generalization of a univariate result [15, p. 546].

Theorem 4.3. Let {Pk} be the orthonormal polynomials corresponding to the
operators Tx, ... , Td . Let A e Rd. Then A is an eigenvalue of T if and only

if

oo

£p[(A)Pfc(A)<oc.
k=0
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Moreover, if x is an eigenvector of T, then
oo

x = J]a[<Dfc,

ajfc= aoPjk(A),

k=0

where ao e R is a constant.

Proof. If x = Yla^% e Â?, then from the definition of T¡ it follows that

Tix = Y,4(Ak-i,i<i>k-i+Bk,i<!>k+ Akti<!>k+l)

= Y^^MALi+aIcBk,i + 4-lAk-l,i)^kTherefore, T¡x = A,-ximplies that the vectors ak satisfy the three-term relation
Ak-i,i*k-\

+Bkti*k

+ Akti&k+1 =XiHk.

From Favard's theorem, we then have ak = Pk(Xx, ... , Xd)&o■ Therefore, if x
is an eigenvector of T, then x = ao^P^A)^
^ 0. Clearly, x e %? if and
only if Y, Vk(A)TPk(A) < oo. D

In the following we derive a necessary condition for A to be an eigenvalue.
The univariate analogy of this part is in [4]. We define now a family of new
operators J¿ on %? that has matrix representation

0
AT
A0,i

(4.2)

Ji

-A0,i

0

0

-A,i
1 < / < d.

0

AT

A\,i

Lo
Let now K¡ be the operators defined by the equation

Ki = TiJi- JiT,

l<i<d.

It is easy to verify that K¡ also has a block Jacobi matrix representation,

(4.3)

K,0,i

-0,1

£q i

K\,i

M.i

IT
^\,i

K2,i

Kt

u

0
1 < i < d,

L0
where for k > 0
Kk,i = Ak,iAk,i - Ak-\,iAk-\,i,

£*;,/ - 1(Ak, ¡Bk+\, i - Bk,iAk ,).

Theorem 4.4. If A is an eigenvalue of T, then for I < i <d,

PTo(A)Ao,iAl;.P0(A)+ £FTk(A)(Ak,iATk>,-ATk_x<tAk_x,,)Pfc(A)

(4.4)

k=\
oo

+ Y,HW(Ak,iBk+i,i-Bk,iAkti)fk+l(A) = 0.
k=\

Proof. Since £, is assumed to be bounded, and thus, selfadjoint, so is T¡ -A,7.
From this fact and K¡ = (T¡- A,£)£; - .7,(7}- X¡I) it follows that (K¡x, x) = 0
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for an eigenvector x, I < i < d. If x is an eigenvector corresponding to
A, then x = ao£P£(A)<I>fc . Our claim follows from (K¡x, x) - 0 and the

definition of K¡ at (4.3). D
The partial sum of the infinite series (4.4) satisfies an interesting identity
(4.5). For the univariate result we refer to [3] and the references given there.
Since its proof follows from the three-term relation, this identity is actually true
for all orthogonal polynomials.

Theorem 4.5. Let {P^} be a system of orthonormal polynomials satisfying the
three-term relation (2.2). Let
n

SnJ(A)= P0r(AMo,/4>o(A)+ Jrî(A)(^,i4ii-4.u41,i)Pt(A)
k=\
71-1

+ Yifk(^)(Ak,iBk+i,i-BkjAk!l)Fk+x(A).
k=0

Thenfor 1 < i < d,
SnJ(A) = PTn_x(A)An-XilATn_XJPn-X(A)

- PT_x(A)An^x,,(A,7- Bn,i)TH(A)+ PTn(A)AnAÁrnJPn(A).
Proof. We use induction. For n —0, we have for both expressions So,,-(A) =
Pl(A)Ao jAl ¡Po(A) since P_i = 0. Assume now that the identity has been
proved for Snj(A), then
¿>n+\ ,i = Sn,i + [¿n+l, i: — ¿n,i]

= PT_lA„-h iAT_, ; ,P„_t - PT_xAn_,,¡(Xil - Bn, ¡)Tn + FTAn,¡A7,;P„
+ ^'n+l(An+l,iAn+l,i'~An,iAn,iWn+\+^'n

(An,iBn+Xj —B„ jAn, ,)P„+i

= FT_lAn-UiAT_l>iFn-i+PTAtttiATiiPn
-F^An-ußil-Bn,i)Pn

+ FT+lAtt+ijAT+Ui?n+i

+ ?T(AntiBn+ïii -Bn,iA„,i)Fn+1

- [fol - BnJ)Fn - AT_XJPn-X]T[(XiI- Bn,i)F„ - ^_i,íP„-i]
where we have used the three-term relation. Simplify the above formula, we get
¿H+i,/ — P« Ant¡An_¡Pn + Fn+xAn+x jAn+x ¡Pn+i

- P„ (X¡I- Bnj) An!,P„+i -I-P„ (An>¡B„+xj- B„t ¡A„>i)P„+i
= FlAnjAl>¡Fn-¥TA„,i(XiI-Bn+lJ)Fn+l+FT+lAn+l>iAT+ltiFn+l,
since B„ t, is symmetric. The induction is completed.

D

For univariate orthogonal polynomials, this identity has been used to derive
information about the eigenvalues of the operator, see [3, 4]. It has also been
used for deriving properties of orthogonal polynomials with respect to a given
weight function. The expression of Sn,¡ at (4.5) can be written in another
form, which is particularly attractive in the case of Bnj-0.

Corollary 4.6. We have

S„,,(A)= (Ar-.,,P«-.(A)-|P„(A))
+ P„r(A)(An>iATnJ
- ^A

(ATn_x>iPn_x(A)-^Fn(A)^
P„(A) + P„7'_1(AM„_1,;-5M,,P„(A).
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In particular, if Bn>¡= 0,

(4.6)

SnJ(A)> P„r(A)UnjAlj - |/)

P„(A).

We now use Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 to analyse the eigenvalues of T in one
particular case. Let {/?„} be a sequence of univariate orthonormal polynomials
that satisfies the three-term relation
xpn(x)

= anpn+x(x) + an-Xpn-X(x),

and {qn} be a sequence of univariate orthonormal polynomials with
xq„(x) = bnqn+x(x) + b„-Xqn-X(x).

Let Pk(xx, x2) = Pj-\(x\)qk-j+x(x2), k > 0, I < j < k + I, be bivariate
orthonormal polynomials. It is easy to verify that Fk satisfies the three-term
relation
XiPk = AkJPk+x + A{_XiPk_x,
k>0,i=l,2,
where
AkA = [0| diag(flo, ai, ... ,ak)],

Ak tl = [dùa%(bk, bk-X,...,

b0)\O].

Let Tx and T2 be operators defined by the corresponding block Jacobi matrices.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose both sequences {a„} and {bn} are monotone decreasing
and satisfy the conditions
(4.7)

a2n_x- 2a2n+ a2n+x< 0,

b2n_x- 2b2n+ b2n+x< 0.

Moreover, suppose lima„ = a and limb„ = b. Then T = (Tx, T2) has no
eigenvalues in (-2a, 2a) x (-2b, 2b).
Proof. Suppose that A = (Xx, A2) is an eigenvalue of T and A e (-2a, 2d) x
(-2b, 2b). Since £ P* (A)P;t(A) < oo by Theorem 4.3, we let N be the integer
such that

p£(A)Pat(A)= maxPf
(A)P*(A).
k>0
From the definition of Ak>x it follows that
Ak,xATkx =diag(ö^,a2,

... ,a2k)

and
AktXA\t , - Al_ltxAk_x,! = diag(ûg, a\ - a\, ... , a\ - a\_x).
Since it follows from (4.7) that 0 > a2 - aj_x > aj+x - aj, we have
PTk(A)(AkAAlx- ATk_XAAk_XA)Pk(A)
k

= YsP^Ql-MDrf
j=o

- a]_x)> (a2- a2_x)P¡(A)Pk(A).

Since ak is decreasing, from Corollary 4.6, we have

S*,, > P£(A) (^,1^,1

- f /) Pv(A) > [a2N- ^j p£(A)P*(A).
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We then have for any m> N,
m

SmA(A) = SNA(A)+

Y,

PTk(A)(AkAAlA-ATk_XtXAk_XA)Pk(A)

k=N+\
m

>SNA(A)+

£

(a2-a2_x)Pl(A)Pk(A)

k=N+\

> (4 - ^) P£(A)P,v(A)- (4 - a2m)PTN(A)FN(A)
= [a2m- ^)

P£(A)P„(A)

>{a2-ÁíyTN(A)PN(A),

where in the second inequality we have used the assumption that ak -a\_x < 0.

However, PjÇ(A)Pjv(A)> 0 by our choice of N and a2 - A2/4 > 0, this
inequality contradicts Theorem 4.4. Therefore, Xx £ (-2a, 2a). Similarly, by
using 5B)2, we can show A2 $ (-2b, 2b). The proof is completed. D

We note that if both {p„} and {q„} are taken tobe Tchebycheff polynomials
of the second kind, then the conditions on a„ and b„ are trivially satisfied as
then an = 1/2 for all n .
In the univariate case, results of this nature have been proved under rather
weak conditions on an (cf. [4]). The structure of eigenvalues of Jacobi matrix has been studied extensively and understood in large part. The multivariate
case is far more complicated, partly due to the geometric complexity. For example, the classical orthogonal polynomials have several extensions to polynomials
of two variables, depending on the geometric region of the support set of the
measure (cf. [5]). The case discussed in Theorem 4.7 is the easier one that
corresponds to the product region, which allows us to deal with one variable at
a time. In general, variables are interrelated,

while the relation forms the geo-

metric structure of the measure. To fully understand the eigenvalue structure of
T, or the spectrum of T, it seems that certain conditions have to be imposed
on the coefficient matrices to reflect the geometric structures.
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